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Cameras Types
Most members have different types, makes, or models of camera so it is difficult to go into 
all the ins and outs of cameras individually.

The following are the types of buttons, knobs, menu items and settings which most 
cameras will offer.  It is neither exclusive nor does it guarantee that your specific camera 
will have the every one of the items below:

1 Compact, 2 Bridge, 3 Compact Systems Camera, 4 Digital Single Lens Reflex
These are the four major types of camera available and your camera will probably be one 
of them.

1  Compact Cameras
Compact cameras, as the name suggests, are generally small enough to pop in a pocket 
and are ideal for taking with you when out for the day or evening.  They usually rely on 
automatic settings which whilst ensuring a well exposed, focussed image do not allow for 
much creativity.  Most have a small fixed zoom which helps with composing the image. 
They do not generally have a viewfinder but rely on a screen at the back of the camera. 

2  Bridge Cameras
Bridge cameras usually resemble Digital Single Lens Reflex (DSLR) cameras in size and 
shape but have fixed lenses which may offer a large zoom range.  Most have viewfinders 
and have the different controls which are mentioned below.

3  Compact System Cameras
Compact System Cameras (CSC ) are smaller and lighter than the DSLR camera and offer 
both ease of use and easy to transport.  Interchangeable lenses are available.  Some do 
not have viewfinders but rely on screens.  Any viewfinders are electronic as the CSC 
camera is mirrorless.

4  Digital Single Lens Reflex Cameras
Digital Single Lens Reflex (DSLR) cameras have optical viewfinder systems involving 
mirrors to show the image to be taken.  They have a range of interchangeable lenses. 
They do tend to be bulky but the image is usually of high quality.  They are the most 
expensive of the types of cameras listed here.

A) Exposure settings
Exposure settings on Bridge and DSLR cameras include: 
1  Auto or Program, 2  Aperture priority, 3  Shutter priority, 4  Manual, 5  Presets

This is the way the camera ensures that the picture is correctly exposed, not too dark, not 
too light.  Camera sensors are not as flexible as the human eye so exposure can be a 
compromise between the lightest and darkest parts.  

1 Auto or Program settings are used by the camera to assess the image to be taken, 
they measure the light level and adjust the shutter speed and aperture of the lens to allow 
the correct amount of light onto the camera sensor.  For average subjects e.g. landscape 
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they produce a good all round well exposed image but in difficult lighting conditions they 
can over or under expose parts of the image. 

2 Aperture Priority setting allows the photographer to set the size of the aperture in 
the lens and the camera adjusts the shutter speed to give a correctly exposed image.  The 
size of the aperture alters the amount of the image which is in focus and the degree of blur 
in the foreground and background.  This may be useful when the photographer wishes to 
ensure the viewers attention is kept on the subject and make the subject stand out from 
the background. 

3 Shutter Priority setting allows the photographer to set the length of time that the 
shutter is open (shutter speed) and the sensor alters the aperture to ensure the exposure 
is correct.  For fast moving subjects a fast shutter speed (short length of time the shutter is 
open) is normally required to ensure the moving subject is not blurred.  Also when using a 
long focal length lens a fast shutter speed is used to prevent blur from camera movement 
adversely affecting the picture.

4 Manual mode when in manual mode both the lens aperture and shutter speed are 
under the photographers control.  A built in exposure meter in the viewfinder indicates 
whether the exposure is correct and the photographer has the power to alter either of the 
two variables.  Once the photographer is used to using manual mode it does offer the most 
options and flexibility available.

5 Presets  Most digital cameras offer a range of Presets (sometimes called Modes) 
for a variety of specific occasions.  Modes such as Sunset, Portrait, Sports, Night, High 
sensitivity, Food etc. set the aperture, shutter speed, ISO settings and colour balance to 
the ones the camera manufacturers think would be best for the situation.  These may or 
may not work but might be useful to try out alongside a photographer controlled picture for 
comparison. 

B) Exposure Meter
The exposure meter is the device which measures the amount of light entering the lens 
and falling on the sensor.  This then either sets the shutter speed and aperture or tells the 
photographer whether the picture will come out under or over exposed.  

Types of exposure metering:  1 Spot, 2 General centre weighting, 3 Matrix metering

1 Spot With spot metering only the very centre 2% (usually) is measured so 
whatever the centre of the viewfinder is on, when the reading is taken, is exposed 
correctly.  This is useful if one small light area needs to be exposed correctly.  

2 General Centred Weighting  With general centre weighting, all the light entering 
the lens is measured, the camera gives more importance to the centre section of the 
image and then calculates the shutter. aperture and ISO settings (depending on exposure 
settings set).  This is fine for general, evenly and well lit scenes but where there are 
smaller light areas in a scene which is overall dark, this can lead to the light area(s) being 
over exposed (called blown highlights) or shadows being under exposed (blocked).

3 Matrix metering is found on the more upmarket cameras.  It measures the light 
from various areas of the image and takes into account highlights and dark areas 
(lowlights) to set the best possible exposure.  
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C) Focus
1 Auto focus, 2 Continuous focus, 3 Single focus, 3 Manual focus, 4 Face Recognition

1 Autofocus Many smaller compact cameras will only allow autofocus.  This is ok for 
general scenery or where the main subject is large and central in the image.  However, if 
the main subject is small or offset, the camera may not automatically focus on the subject 
you intend to focus on.  It is usually possible to focus on the item by having it in the centre 
of the image, focussing on it and whilst holding down the shutter button half way, re-frame 
the image as you wish.  Some cameras have a “close focus” button which chooses to 
focus on objects nearer the camera where there is a choice. 

2 Continuous Most cameras will allow the photographer to choose an object to focus 
on and keep that object in focus as it moves closer or further away.  This may be called 
follow focus or continuous focus.  An example of this would be a car approaching the 
photographer.  

3 Single Focus (One-Shot) which represent single-focus capability. In this mode, 
depressing the shutter release halfway, allows the camera to focus on the subject just 
once and there is no continuous adjustment.  It is useful when photographing subjects that 
aren’t moving.

4 Manual focus allows the photographer to change the distance at which the lens 
focuses to suit the object in the image.

5 Face recognition is a setting whereby the camera recognises a human face and 
automatically focusses on any in the image.  Some cameras will allow individually 
identified faces to be stored and automatically focussed upon wherever they are in the 
image if this setting is activated.

D) Sensitivity / ISO

What does it mean?

In the days of film, the ISO number was the measure of the sensitivity to light of the 
emulsion on the film.  The higher the ISO number, the more sensitive the film was to light.  
With digital cameras, for some reason, the term ISO has been maintained to indicate how 
sensitive the camera sensor is set to the light available.

Low ISO number  With a low ISO number, the image is of the highest quality, with very 
little “ camera noise” (equivalent to grain in the days of film), but needing either longer 
shutter times or wider apertures (lower f-stops) or a combination of both. 
Where the light levels are high e.g. sunny days then a low ISO setting should be used e.g. 
100 or 200. 

Higher ISO number  In dim lit situations a higher ISO number e.g. 400 to 800 or above 
may be set but this will give a somewhat inferior image.

Automatic ISO number  Most cameras will allow an automatic ISO setting to be chosen 
which takes this into account when the picture is taken.
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ISO is used in conjunction with shutter speed and aperture as part of the Exposure 
Triangle.  

E) White Balance
Types of settings include: 1 Auto White Balance (AWB), 2 Cloudy, 3 Daylight, 4 Shade,
5 Tungsten, 6 Flash

The colour of light can change depending on source or time of day.  At midday on a sunny 
day the colour of light is bluer than in the early morning or evening.  In indoor lit situations 
the colour of the light depends on the light source.  Normally our eyes and brains 
compensate for this and we do not usually notice this change in colour unless extreme.  
Cameras are not so accommodating so the light source needs to be identified and 
selected to obtain a natural looking image. In the days of film, different colour films with 
emulsions sensitive to different light sources needed to be used e.g Tungsten film.  Most 
digital cameras will allow the different light  sources to be selected but in practice nearly all 
photographers will have their cameras set to Automatic White Balance (AWB).  Others 
may be selected for specific instances if needed.

F) Exposure compensation Occasionally getting the correct exposure can be 
very difficult.  This is especially true in contrasty lighting conditions and with very contrasty 
subject matter.  The built in exposure meter is not always perfectly correct and has to be 
altered by the photographer using their experience.  Most cameras allow the photographer 
to over or under expose the image by known amounts (normally in steps of ⅓ of a stop or 
EV). 
 
Bracketing  Alternatively if the exposure is really tricky and you want to hedge all your 
bets then most cameras will allow the photographer to ‘bracket’ the image whereby the 
exposure which the meter thinks is correct is taken and additional images both over and 
under exposed are taken.  Normally three images are taken (although more sophisticated 
cameras can take five).  The amount of under and over exposing can usually be set in 
steps of ⅓ of a stop.  The best image can be saved of the three taken.

Bracketing cam also be useful if High Dynamic Range photography is being used.

G) Self Timer
The self timer adds a delay between the shutter being pressed and the image being 
captured. 

2 second delay helps when a long exposure is being taken as it prevents the action of 
pressing the shutter from moving the camera and thus possibly blurring the image. 
 
10 second delay allows the photographer to get into the scene or group.

H) Flash
Settings include Automatic, Always on, Always off, Red eye reduction, Back curtain, Flash 
strength/fill-in flash

Most cameras have a built in flash.  This firing of this can be chosen to be always on, only 
fire when the conditions necessitate or never.   When flash is used with people facing the 
camera, if the iris of the eye of the subject is wide open i.e. in low ambient light, the light 
from the flash can enter the eye and reflect off the retina at the back of the eye.  This can 
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give the notorious unsightly “red eye”.   To prevent this, most cameras allow the user to set 
‘red eye reduction’ whereupon there is a pre-firing of the flash which closes down the 
subjects iris and prevents or reduces red eye considerably.
Most digital cameras allow the user to reduce the strength of the flash unit to give a much 
less harsh flash lighting effect.  This is also useful in “fill-in flash” when the photographer 
wants to add a bit of extra light into dark areas such as faces photographed when the light 
is from behind the subject.

I) Picture size and type
If the photographer wants to fit more images onto the camera memory card then the size 
of the image captured (number of pixels or points of light) can be reduced.  Now that 
memory cards are so large and cheap there is usually no need to go below the maximum 
image size. 

There are two main ways data is stored by the camera: 
1 Raw Format  RAW is a format whereby all the data is captured and stored unchanged.  
Not all compact cameras allow for RAW images to be stored. RAW images usually require 
more manipulation and occupy more more space on the hard drive but do not lose details 
which might be needed later during processing such as shadow and highlight details.

2  JPEG  With JPEG set the image is processed and condensed by the camera so the file 
size is much smaller.  This does allow more images to be held on the memory chip. 
Image Stabiliser

J) Camera Movement
1  Correct camera handling  Camera movement can be reduced by holding the camera 
correctly.

2  Image Stabilisation  Most modern digital lenses (and cameras with fixed lenses) offer 
image stabilisation which, when turned on, will compensate for camera movement when 
the image is taken.  

3  Tripod
In low light or with long exposures, a tripod is often needed.  Alternatives such a mini 
tripods, bean bags and use of local fixed points e.g. walls, lamp posts etc) can be utilised.

4 Night Shot Many cameras now offer a ‘hand held night shot’ facility whereby the 
camera, instead of taking one image with a long exposure takes a series of up to 10 short 
exposure images and adds then together electronically.  This can be highly effective when 
no alternative is available.

K Burst shooting
Burst shooting is a setting which allows number of images to be captured over a short 
period of time similar to the effect a motor drive had in the days of film camera.  Many 
images may be captured of a moving object (usually with refocusing) and only the best 
kept.  In subjects such a show jumping this is ideal.

L Brief/Bulb The brief or bulb setting which can be found on some cameras is a function 
which allows the shutter to be opened on the first push of the shutter button and it then it will stay 
open until the shutter button is pushed again.  This can have use in fireworks and very long 
exposures.
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